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Knowledge on the elastic 
constants enables us to realize 
the elastic and mechanical 
properties of the crystals. 

From https://www.tutorvista.com/content/physics/physics-iii/solids-and-
fluids/elasticity-modulus.php#young's-modulus-of-elasticity



EoS: basic definitions

An equation of state can be expressed as a P-V 
relationship 

EQUATION OF STATE = RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 
VOLUME OF A BODY AND THE PRESSURE TO WHICH IT 
IS SUBJECTED.
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From  Angel, R.J. (2000) Equations of state. In: R.M. Hazen and R.T. Downs (Eds.) High-
temperature and high-pressure crystal chemistry, Reviews in Mineralogy and Geochemistry, 
41, 35-60.



BULK MODULUS   AND  EOS

´ EOS MURNAGHAN = 1944 = the more a solid is compressed, the more 
difficult it is to compress further.

´ VALID IF V/V0 < 90% 
´ P(V) = K0/K’0[(V/V0)EXP-K0’ -1]
´ K AND K’  = BULK MODULUS AND ITS PRESSURE DERIVATIVE
´ HOW TO DETERMINE K AND K’



Equations of state: Murnaghan

´ can be derived by assuming K is linear with P

Pressure
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· Advantages
-Can be inverted, easily integrated

-…great for thermo databases

· Disadvantages
-Does not fit P-V data for V/V0 < 0.9
- It is OK for volume reduction < 10%
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From  Angel, R.J. (2000) Equations of state. In: R.M. Hazen and R.T. Downs (Eds.) High-temperature and high-pressure 
crystal chemistry, Reviews in Mineralogy and Geochemistry, 41, 35-60.



Birch-Murnaghan EoS

´ Finite strain EoS
´ Assumes strain energy is a polynomial in f = Eulerian strain

If it is trunked at second term  fe = 0 and K’ = 4

If it is trunked at third term  f2e = 0 and K’’ = -1/K0 (3-K’)(4-K’)+35/9
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From  Angel, R.J. (2000) Equations of state. In: R.M. Hazen and R.T. Downs (Eds.) High-temperature and high-pressure 
crystal chemistry, Reviews in Mineralogy and Geochemistry, 41, 35-60.



Birch-Murnaghan EoS

Truncation:
· 2nd order (in energy)

- Coefficient of fE must be zero
- V0 and K0 refined
- K’ = 4

· 3rd order (in energy)
- Coefficient of f2

E must be zero
- V0 K0 K’ refined

· 4th order (in energy)
- Coefficient of f2

E non-zero
- V0 K0 K’ K’’ refined
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´ How we can decide the order of BM EoS?

´ F- f plot



Eulerian strain: f
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Straight line: 2nd or 3rd 
order EoS

K0

f-F plots
´ Rearrange BM4 Eos:

Becomes a simple polynomial
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´ Vinet or Universal EoS

´ Derived from general inter-atomic potential

´ It is valid also with very high pressure and V/Vo < 0.6

´ with K' = 1 and 
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Thermal Equation of State
The simplest isobaric EOS for a solid is just the definition for the thermal expansion coefficient, a.

A thermal EoS describes a material's reaction to temperature changes. 
When a material is heated, the thermal pressure in the system changes and results in thermal expansion. 

High-temperature Birch-Murnaghan EoS

Thermal expansion coefficient and bulk modulus are assumed to vary linearly with 
temperature,

,

where T0 is the reference temperature (298 K).



Polyhedral tilting
polyhedron regularization
Increase of coordination numbers
High spin – low spin transition
H-bond evolution

Phase transitions @ HP



Usually the largest deformation interest

Si-O-Si angle
Then
O-Si-O angle 
Then Si-O
S

Polyhedral tilting

Structural deformation @  HP

Rule of thumb of HP crystalchemistry





Pressure induce change in coordination number

With pressure the reduction of anionic radius (oxygen for 
example) is larger than that of cation (silicon)

As a consequence the ratio :cation radius/anion radius increas
And  so increase the coordination number

The increase of coordination number produce an increase in 
packing efficiency



High pressure crystal-chemical paradox

SiO4(quartz)          SiO6(stishovite)
Ionic character        low                         high

Si-O                  1.62                          1.78
O-O                  2.63                           2.51

Increase of packing efficiency



Both anions and cations increase the coordination number with pressure 

XYO3

´ 6Mg4Si3O2
4O                      Enstatite

8Mg3
6(MgSi)4Si3

4O12  Majorite

´ 6Mg6Si4O3 Ilmenite

´ 8Mg6Si4O5O2 Si-Perovskite

From https://doi.org/10.1016/j.earscirev.2011.10.005





Brigman (1882-1961) Nobel 1946
high pressure study 100000 kg/cm2

Tenham L6 chondrite and approved 
by the International Mineralogical 

Association (specimen IMA 2014-

017). MgSiO3-perovskite is now 
called bridgmanite. The associated 

phase assemblage constrains peak 
shock conditions to ~ 24 GPa and 

2300 K. 

The discovery concludes a half 
century of efforts to find, identify, 

and characterize a natural 
specimen of this important 

mineral.



Si-Perowskite- post-Si-perowskite

Crystal structure of mantle silicate perovskite. The 
red spheres are Mg atoms in the dodecahedral 
sites and the light blue octahedra are SiO6 units

Crystal structure of mantle silicate post-perovskite. The red spheres 
are Mg atoms in the dodecahedral sites and the light blue octahedra
are SiO6 units

From http://www.public.asu.edu/~sshim5/images/mantle_minerals.html



From Post-Perovskite Phase Transition in MgSiO3

Motohiko Murakami1,*, Kei Hirose1,*, Katsuyuki

Kawamura1, NagayoshiSata2, Yasuo Ohishi3
Science 07 May 2004:

Vol. 304, Issue 5672, pp. 855-858
DOI: 10.1126/science.1095932



(from http://www.edu.pe.ca/southernkings/compositionch.htm )

Perowskite to post-perowskite
phase transition associated to 
D’’ layer

From http://www.iitaka.org/Post-perovskite.html



High spin  - low spin transition @ HP

Ionic radii[edit]
The spin state of the complex also affects an atom's ionic radius.[2 ]

d4

Octahedral high spin: Cr2+, 64.5 pm.
Octahedral low spin: Mn3+58 pm.

d5

Octahedral high spin: Fe3+, the ionic radius is 64.5 pm.
Octahedral low spin: Fe3+, the ionic radius is 55 pm.

d6

Octahedral high spin: Fe2+, the ionic radius is 78 pm, Co3+ ionic radius 61 pm.
Octahedral low spin: Includes Fe2+ ionic radius 62 pm, Co3+ ionic radius 54.5 pm, Ni4+ ionic radius 48 pm.

d7

Octahedral high spin: Co2+ ionic radius 74.5 pm, Ni3+ ionic radius 60 pm.
Octahedral low spin: Co2+ ionic radius 65 pm, Ni3+ ionic radius 56 pm.

d8

Octahedral high spin: Ni2+ ionic radius 69 pm.
Square planar low-spin: Ni2+ ionic radius 49 pm.

https://2012books.lardbucket.org/books/principles-of-general-chemistry-
v1.0/s27-05-crystal-field-theory.html

Nei metalli di transizione il passaggio
high spin – low spin riduce di circa il
10 % il raggio del metallo e quindi la 
transizione riduce il volume molare e 
riduce la compressibilità



The image depicts spin crossover of 

ferromagnesite at HP and HT . The color
on the right represents the fraction of the low-sp
state of iron in the sample.

From Liu J, Lin J-F, Mao Z, Prakapenka VB (2014) Thermal equation of state 
and spin transition of magnesiosiderite at high pressure and temperature.
American Mineralogist 99:84-93.



High spin – low spin Iron cross-over @HP







How to determine EoS and structural evolution @ HP?

Pressure-temperature 
range for diamond cell 

experiments. A: 

Ambient;
C: Cryogenic (not 

shown 
R: External 

Resistance Heating;

L: Laser Heating;
Geotherm: 

Temperature range in 
Earth’s interior.

Dotted curves indicate 

estimated P-T in Jovian 
planetary interiors, with 

the conditions of the 
center shown at the 

end of each curve.

From GSECARS, APS web page



P = F/s

https://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/mineralogy/min
eral_physics/diamond_anvil.html

Diamond Anvil Cell 



Previous max 

“Hydro Pressure”

Diffraction 
broadening (GPa)

Methanol:Ethanol 10.4 10.1

Isopropanol 4.3 3.9

Silicone oil 5-7 < 2.0

Nitrogen 13.0 3

Argon 9 2

Fluorinert 5-10 1

Pressure transmitting media

Apollo, Manuel. (2016). X-ray 
Raman scattering on a 
carbonatitic glass. 

10.13140/RG.2.2.24343.47522. 

Schematic view of DAC from Waeselmann, Naemi. (2012). 
Structural transformations in complex perovskite-type
relaxor and relaxor-based ferroelectrics athigh pressures
and temperatures. 

Froam Angel, Ross & Bujak, Maciej & Zhao, Jing & Diego Gatta, G & Jacobsen, Steven. (2007). Effective Hydrostatic
Limits of Pressure Media for High-Pressure Crystallographic Studies. J. Appl. Cryst. 40. 26-32. 
10.1107/S0021889806045523. 



Gypsum at 4.0 GPa Gypsum at 4.8 GPa

Optical view trough the DAC



HP – microraman spectroscopy

Ar+ = 514.5 nm (green laser)
He/Ne  = 632.8 nm (red laser)
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Splitting of ν1 of sulphate at the transition 

Raman spectra @ HP



Xcalibur single crystal diffractometer (Oxford 
instrument) @ Dipartimento Scienze della Terra, 
Perugia, Italy

Point detector = lattice parameters at 
different P up to 5 GPa

CCD = structural data collection 

At different P up to 4 GPa

HP- single crystal X-ray diffraction



• Limited access = limited part of recripocal lattice can be 
measured

• Low signal (about one half with respect to signal with 
crystal in air, due to the absorption of the diamonds)

• Absorption by cell components

• Several phases contemporanearly in diffraction (diamond, 
beryllium, quartz, ruby)



HP-X-ray diffraction at synchrotrons



Source Bending Magnet

Monochromator Type Si 111

Energy Range 10-10 keV

Resolution (ΔE/E) 5 x 10 -5 

Flux (photons/sec) 1 x 10 12 @10 keV

Beam Size (HxV) 

Focused 23µm x 28µm 

Unfocused 10mm x 3mm 

Monochromator Type Si 111

Energy Range 18-18 keV

Resolution (ΔE/E) 5 x 10 -5 

Flux (photons/sec) 8 x 10 11 @18 keV

Beam Size (HxV) 

Focused 26µm x 28µm 

Unfocused 10mm x 3mm 

beamline 13BM-C (GSECARS) at the Advanced Photon Source 
(APS) synchrotron (Argonne National Laboratory, USA)



Double sided laser heated diamond cell 

for in-situ high P-T diffraction study. The 

double-sided heating approach allows one 

to combine different lasing modes to 

optimize temperature uniformity.

From GSECARS, APS web page



(BL04B1)

Multi- anvil with X-ray access = in situ sythesy and analysis of phase transformation



Why to determine physical properties?

1) To know the density changes

1) To know the structural changes (dehydration, phase transition….)

2) To know the physical properties changes ( conducibility, seismic velocity,….)

Examples from my experience and from literature

a) Storage of deep water  in the earth

b) Water in solar system

c) Phase transition and bad gap evolution

d) High spin-low spin transition: effects

e) Very deep earth



examples

1) 10 A e acqua all’interno della terra e terremoti
2) Solfosali e proprietà fisiche band gap
3) Bloedite planetologia



Deep water

https://www.see.leeds.ac.uk/structure/dynamicearth/subdu
ction/thermalbig.htm



Volatili in profondità

L’acqua l’influenza…
La solubilità
La miscibilità
Il calore di mixing
I coefficienti di ripartizione
Le proprietà elastiche
Le proprietà elettriche

Il punto di fusione

La viscosità
La velocità delle onde simiche
L’anisotropia
La resistenza sforzi di taglio

Hirth &Kohlstedt, 1996



Crichton et al. 2002



DHMS  = Dense Hydrous Magnesium silicates

https://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/section/chemistry-and-physics-of-earth-
materials/projects/dense-hydrous-silicates/



Fumagalli et al. 2001

The 10Å in the MgO-SiO2-H2O system
Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 * H2O

C2/m , 1 H2O p.f.u , 9.1 wt%





Modificata da Fumagalli and Poli, 2005



Behyond 10 A , phase A ,phase D, phase H

Phase D



Phase D trasform to Phase H at 48 Gpa

Which the structure of phase H?



Phase X

Struttura tipo diasporo delta





(Me+, Me2+, etc.)x [(Bi, Sb, As)3+, Te4+]y [(S, Se, Te)2-]z

Important for:

Extraction of (Cu, Pb, Ag, Fe) metals

Photovoltaic cell

Sulfosalts

Complex salts:

(analogue of oxysalts = simple cation + complex anion (MeOm)n-



Photo-voltaic materials beyhod c-Si

CdTe and CIGS(CuIn1-xGaySey S2-y) 

absorber systems hav been developed for
thin-film PV (photovoltaic) devices, instead
of silicon because they absorb light more 
strongly (directly instead of indirectly) but…

They are limited in the long-term by the 
scarsity of Te,Ga, In.

Cd is toxic

http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/369/1942/1840.figures-only



New photovoltaic generation

characteristics: 

Optimal band gap (Eg = 1.4-1.5 eV)
High absorption coefficient in the visible range (about
104 cm-1)
High power conversion efficiency (theoretical limit
30%)
Earth-abundant
Low cost
Non toxic costituent

Band Gaps Of Different Materials

http://energyeducation.ca/encyclopedia/
Conduction_band



New materials

quaternary semiconductor  -CZTS

CZTS = Kesterite = Cu2ZnSnS4

http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/369/1942/1840.figures-only



Alternative ……..ternary copper sulfides based on

Cu-Bi-S or Cu-Sb-S type materials

Cite this: Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2012, 14, 7229–7233

Structural and electronic properties of CuSbS2 and CuBiS2: potential
absorber materials for thin-film solar cells

Jesse T. R. Dufton, Aron Walsh, Pooja M. Panchmatia, Laurie M. Peter,

Diego Colombara and M. Saiful Islam*

Received 19th January 2012, Accepted 27th March 2012

DOI: 10.1039/c2cp40916j

www.rsc.org/pccp PAPER

Sulfosalts — A new class of compound semiconductors

for photovoltaic applications

Herbert Dittrich ⁎, Anna Bieniok, Uwe Brendel, Michael Grodzicki, Dan Topa

Department of Materials Science, Div. of Mineralogy, University of Salzburg, Hellbrunnerstr. 34, A-5020 Salzburg, Austria

Available online 1 February 2007

Thin Solid Films 515 (2007) 5745–5750

www.elsevier.com/locate/tsf

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/277348515_Photocatalytic_Activity_in_Phenol_Remo
val_of_Water_from_Graphite_and_Graphene_Oxides_Effect_of_Degassing_and_Chemical_Ox
idation_in_the_Synthesis_Process/figures?lo=1



Lone electron pair

a lone pair refers to a pair of valence electrons that are not shared with 
another atom and is sometimes called a non-bonding pair.

As3+, Sb3+,Bi3+,Sn2+,Ge2+ required an usually asymmetrically situated structural 
space for their non bonding  s2 pair.
The degree of sterochemical activity of the lone pair (namely the influence of the 
lone pair in the relative spatial arrangement of atoms in a structure) varies  with the 
species (decreasing with increasing Z, lower with Bi and higher with Sb) and 
with structure type



Chalcostibite CuSbS2



Emplectite CuBiS2



SnS- archetype

Herzenbergite (mineral) 





High pressure study of chalcostibite: why

-Pressure can change structure and structural properties

- LEP evolution with P
-LEP effect on the baric behaviour

-Pressure is an important parameter which could be used to tune
-the thermoelectric properties of materials

Thermoelectric efficiency
Seebech effect = converting T to current
Peltier effect = converting current to T
Thomson effect = conductor heating/cooling
All material have a non zero thermoelectric effect, but quite small to be useful.

explore the physical prorperties as a means of improving its photovoltaic performance



Experiment @GSECAR-
BM13

High pressure study of chalcostibite: where

http://comptech.compres.us



High pressure study of chalcostibite: how

ETH-type DAC with diamond backing plates

600 μm diamond culet

pre-indented rhenium gasket with a 250 μm hole

ruby chip and a gold crystal as internal pressure 
calibrants.

Ne as P trasmitting medium

Multi-samples mounting 



High pressure study of chalcostibite: how

fixed wavelength of 0.3344 Å

MarResearch Mar165 detector calibrated for
sample-to
detector distance, tilting and distortion by the 
powder diffraction pattern of CeO2

DAC rotation = 50° around the omega-axis



Atrex –RSV software

GSE_ADA/RSV is a free software package for custom analysis of single-
crystal micro X-ray diffraction (SCμXRD) data,

samples enclosed in diamond anvil cells 

The package has been in extensive use at the high pressure beamlines @ 
APS  

The software is optimized for processing of wide-rotation images and includes 
a variety of peak intensity corrections to make data management from 
SCμXRD easier and more reliable.



Results - EOS



Evolution of Sb eccentricity with pressure

(Ivton software, Balic-Zunic, 2007)

Sb-coordination polyhedron = 5+2
At HP:
short distance stay constants
Long distance decreasing



Sphericity evolution with P



Movement of LEP of Sb closer to the parent atom with P up to 12 GPa



a-chalcostibite



a-β transition Sb CN from 5 + 2 to 6



Along [100]
Cu+1 change coordination from IV to V
at the transition relative displacement of SnS-like slabs paraller to (001), at 13.5 the dispacemement is about 2 A. 
This way the Cu change coordination from 4 to 5 , note the change of distance in red

b
c



@ the transition increases the Sb coordination from 5+2 to 6+1



α - β transition

Moving toward the coordination of Sb from 5+2 to 6+1



α - β transition



β-Chalcostibite



FT-NIR @ HP  @LENS
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Conclusion

Cu change coordination from 4 to 5 (unknown Cu coordination!!!)

Square coordination and square pyramid coordination (found in the nickel sulfide millerite) has the same 
geometry as conventional octahedral coordination with one or two atoms removed.

Tetragonal pyramidal coordination with Cu++  for example in Azurite (Cu3(CO3)2(OH)2)

Sb change coordination from 5 plus 2 to 6 plus 1

LEP stereo chemistry – activity reduced with P, allowing a better structural packing…really

Density increase of about 2.2 %

Reversible transition



High pressure and planetology

Remote-sensing infrared spectroscopy is 
the principal field of investigation for 
planetary surfaces composition. Past, 
present and future missions to the solar 
system bodies include in their payload, 
instruments measuring the emerging 
radiation in the infrared range. Apart from 
measuring the reflected radiance, more 
and more spacecrafts are equipped with 
instruments measuring directly the 
emitted radiation from the planetary 
surface. The emitted radiation is not only 
a function of the composition of the 
material but also of its texture and 
especially the grain size distribution.

https://www.researchgate.net/project/Surface-Mineralogy-of-Planet-Mercury/figures



The Galilean Satellites

Ganymede may have a crust about 300 km 
thick composed
of a I0:1 ratio of ice:mirabilite, and a mantle 
500 km thick
composed of 50% ice phases plus 50% 
hydrated Mg and Na
sulfates.

Europa probably has a layered crust 
composed of anhydrous
Mg-Na sulfates near the base and a 
frozen or partially molten
eutectic mixture of ice and hydrated Mg 
and Na sulfates near the
surface. 

Ganymede 3,274 

Callisto 2,986 

Io 2,256 

Europa 1,945

https://skeptoid.com/blog/2013/06/07/jupiters-
galilean-satellites-europa/

http://faculty.virginia.edu/skrutskie/ASTR121
0/notes/galsat.html



Do Ganymede and/or Europa have water?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ganymede_(moon)



Which are the P-T stability conditions of the MgSO4-Na2SO4-H2O phases ?

At which condition hydrated minerals become anydrous minerals?

At which T and P we have free water?

How do evolve the density of the phases with P-T?



Bloedite

(Na2Mg(SO4)2· 4H2O) 



ID-09 @ ESRF

Beamline ID09A is dedicated to the determination of structural properties of solids at HP 
using angle-dispersive-diffraction with DACs.

Energy 30 keV flux of 1011 photons/s at 200 mA.
Sample dimensions up to 10x10 µm2 for megabar experiments

The scattered radiation is collected by an image-plate detector, an on-line Mar555 reader, 
which has a 430 x 350 mm (555mm diagonal) active area.

A laser spectrometer is available for pressure determination by the ruby fluorescence method. 
It is also possible to perform Raman scattering experiments simultaneously.

The beamline is equipped with several membrane-type diamond anvil cells (0-40 GPa),a 
Liquid He cooled cryostat to perform HP

experiments at low temperatures (down to 50 K), and external resistive heating equipment for 
high temperatures up to 600 K.

A Nd-YAG laser system is available externally for high temperature annealing of samples 
inside the diamond anvil cell.

https://www.gettyimages.it/detail/fot
o/the-storage-ring-building-of-esrf-
at-dusk-fotografie-stock/57199980



Equation of state

EoS BM2
K0 = 39.7(7)
V0 = 496.1 (9)

EoS BM3
K0 = 34.1 (10)
K’ = 5.5 (4)
V0 = 497.9(8)

EoS Vinet3
K0 = 33.9 (14)
K’ = 5.7 (4)
V0 = 497.9 (8)

bloedite structure resulted most incompressible along [010],  the direction perpendicular 
to open sheet. 

βa = 0.0073(4) (GPa-1)
βb = 0.0046(3) ( GPa-1)
βc = 0.0049(4) ( GPa-1)





Conclusion

To know elastic properties of materials,

You need collect data in situ

Poor but not bad quality of data

Several times you have to collect data with different tecniques

Eos and phase transitions are important tools to know in deep the 

material behavior

Sometime they reprent unique data for earth and material sciences



Thank you for your attention


